William H. Willimon, one of the most respected voices in the pulpit today, has been inspiring congregations and their leaders for decades. This marvelous collection of sermons mined from Willimons earliest pastorates, through his time as Dean of the Chapel at Duke University to his current calling as a Presiding Bishop of the United Methodist Church, provides a fascinating and inspiring look at this master preacher. Ordered chronologically and with an index of scriptural references, this collection is sure to be a source of inspiration and education for decades to come.
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My Personal Review:
This book is one that speaks of the liberation of real preaching. Today we in America suffer from a dearth of truth in the Christian pulpit, too many are preaching fables, half truths, excessive materialism, and too many miss the preaching moment all together by preaching absolutely nothing at all. Moreover, William Willimon reminds us that the Christian church is a place for truth to be preached to all. True preaching ought to heal the wounded and wound the healed in society with the universal truth of righteousness useful everywhere. This is a wonderful testimony of ones life in ministry from a various pulpits during his preaching career, and as a university chaplain. Again, this is an awesome road map for what hearers of preaching should hear from the pulpit, not useless God talk but the gospel of Jesus Christ. Albeit, this book is a manuel for preachers and those who are interesting in being discerners of truth.